Assessing Tropical Forests’ Climatic Sensitivities with Long-term Data
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ABSTRACT

Analyses relating long-term records of tree growth to interannual climatic variation at La Selva, Costa Rica have revealed marked forest sensitivities to both temperature and dry-season intensity (Clark et al. 2010). The tropical-forest biome is certain to become warmer, and many areas may become drier. Testing the generality of the La Selva findings with similar analyses of field data from diverse forests across the biome will be a valuable next step. Based on our experiences during the La Selva studies, we propose that such assessments will need to address three issues. One is the number of repeat forest measurements. Short series of re-censuses can be an unreliable basis for assessing climatic sensitivities. For some key climatic factors (e.g., temperature), records consisting of fewer than 10–12 re-censuses can span limited climatic ranges, producing erratic and largely nonsignificant correlations. Multiyear census intervals exacerbate these data limitations. Second, different types of forest-growth data call for different analysis approaches. Cohort and tree-ring records need to be adjusted for ontogenetic growth changes, while stand-level data require taking into account potentially confounding influences from forest compositional changes, as from succession. Third, a reliable meteorological record is critical. Poor-quality or internally inconsistent climatic records can fatally corrupt assessments of forest sensitivities. To be usable in such analyses, the meteorological record requires data quality control, gap filling, and adjustments to maintain the record’s internal consistency in the face of commonly occurring methods changes (instruments, siting). We illustrate these issues using analyses of the long-term La Selva records.
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Quantifying the responses of tropical-forest productivity to climatic factors such as temperature and rainfall is increasingly recognized as a priority for global change science. The biome’s importance for global biodiversity (Kier et al. 2005) is one reason. Another is the large role of these highly productive ecosystems in the global carbon cycle (Denman et al. 2007, Bonan 2008). Over recent decades, the yearly rates of increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide ([CO₂]) have been strongly affected by interannual changes in the carbon balance of the terrestrial tropics, with greater tropical CO₂ emissions in warmer and drier years (Clark et al. 2003, Adams & Piovesan 2005, Denman et al. 2007). Modeling studies have shown that responses of the carbon balance of tropical forests to climbing temperatures and intensified drought could act as a positive feedback to global warming (Berthelot et al. 2005, Matthews et al. 2007). These projections remain highly uncertain, however, due to the scarcity of field data on tropical forests’ climatic sensitivities.

At one exceptional site, the lowland tropical wet forest at La Selva, Costa Rica, two parallel long-term studies (Clark et al. 2003, 2010) have been assessing forest climatic responses by relating annual tree growth and dynamics to the interannual variation in climatic conditions during recent decades. Since 1983, annual diameter increments have been measured for large samples of individuals from six focal canopy-tree species, producing the longest such data series for the world tropics (26 re-measurements to date). Since 1997, annual tree dynamics and wood production have been measured at the whole-forest level in eighteen 0.5-ha plots (12 re-measurements to date). These long-term studies have revealed marked sensitivities of annual wood production in this forest to both higher nighttime temperatures and reduced dry-season rainfall, but no detectable influences from the changes in atmospheric [CO₂] or from interannual variation in total rainfall or solar radiation (Clark et al. 2010).

The temporal variation in La Selva tree growth (focal species study) closely paralleled the interannual changes in carbon emissions to the atmosphere from the global land tropics during 1984–2000, as inferred from atmospheric gas samples. The hotter the year, both at La Selva and for the tropics as a whole, the greater the reductions in growth by the La Selva trees and the greater the inferred tropical carbon emissions (Clark et al. 2003). These correlated findings raise the possibility that the temperature sensitivity shown by trees at La Selva is widespread, presaging declining productivity across the biome as global warming proceeds. Based on other lines of evidence, however, it has been hypothesized (Lloyd & Farquhar 2008, Lewis et al. 2009) that physiological benefits from increasing levels of atmospheric CO₂ are dominating and will negate negative temperature effects on tropical forests (but see Körner 2009, Clark et al. 2010). Meanwhile, the potential negative impacts on tropical forests from any directional increase in drought severity have become an increasing concern (Malhi et al. 2009, Phillips et al. 2009, Clark et al. 2010).

An urgent research priority is to assess forest climatic sensitivities across the tropical-forest biome (montane forests and dry-to-wet lowland forests, in all major regions of the Asian, African, and American tropics). Diverse research approaches would all contribute to this effort. Although logistically challenging and costly,
forest-level experiments can be used to test effects of an enhanced level of a particular climatic stressor (e.g., the multyear droughting of a 1-ha plot at each of two Amazonian sites; Fisher et al. 2007, Brando et al. 2008). Alternatively, advantage can be taken of the ‘natural experiments’ provided by current extreme climatic events as possible indicators of the effects of future climates (cf. a recent analysis of responses of different Amazonian forests to the 2005 record drought; Phillips et al. 2009). When only limited field data are available from a given forest, techniques such as Bayesian analyses can be used to infer underlying response patterns (cf. Feeley et al. 2007). Ecophysiological observations can increase process-level understanding of forest climatic responses (cf. leaf-level and eddy flux observations of strong photosynthetic declines at higher current temperatures in Amazon forest canopies; Tribuzy 2005, Doughty & Goulden 2008). When long-term data exist at a site for both forest performance and local climatic conditions, as in the La Selva studies, the forest’s climatic responses over the spanned time period can be directly assessed by examining the relation between these two records.

While all of these types of research will be valuable, this last research approach has particular promise. Over recent decades, long-term forest monitoring has been implemented at many sites around the tropics, including the Center for Tropical Forest Science (CTFS) pantropical plot network (Losos & Leigh 2004) and the RAINFOR Amazonian plot network (Phillips et al. 2009). Key climatic factors such as temperature and rainfall show marked interannual variation in the tropics, including recurring extreme events such as strong El Niño’s and La Niña’s as well as directional change (Malhi & Wright 2004). Long-term records can therefore enable assessment of forest responses over a broad range of a given climatic factor. Analyzing the relation between forest performance and climatic conditions across long observation periods for the many currently monitored tropical forests could greatly enhance current understanding of tropical-forest climatic sensitivities and whether these sensitivities are changing through time. Experiences gained over the course of the two La Selva studies, however, indicate that the accuracy of such assessments will depend on three currently underappreciated factors: (1) the need for long data series (many repeat observations) to detect effects of some of the key climatic factors, (2) the importance of tailoring analyses to the different types of forest-growth data, and (3) the critical importance of having an accurate, internally consistent meteorological record. In this paper, we discuss these three distinct issues, illustrating each with examples from the La Selva data series.

HOW LONG A RECORD IS NEEDED FOR RESPONSE DETECTION?

Even if a study of a given forest spans a very long period, if the actual data series consists of only a handful of re-censuses (e.g., 3–5: Feeley et al. 2007, Laurance et al. 2009), analyses of the correlation between forest performance and climatic conditions over so few intervals would be questionable. At what point, however, does an accumulating series of successive re-measurements become a reliable basis for assessing forest climatic responses this way?

We used the two La Selva data series to address this question analytically (methods are detailed in Clark et al. 2010), with the data provided online in supplemental tables). We extracted from each tree-growth record (focal species: 24 re-measurements; stand-level: 10 re-measurements) all possible included subsequences (segments) of different lengths, starting with series of five successive re-measurements and progressively increasing segment length up to the total number of re-measurements in the record. For each segment, we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) between annual tree growth and annual means for daily minimum air temperature (henceforth ‘temperature’). We then analyzed the relation between the number of re-measurements in a data series and the magnitude and sign of the correlation coefficient.

The analysis results were striking (Fig. 1). The highly significant negative relation between tree growth and temperature that is seen in the long data series (Clark et al. 2010) was not detectable from most of the short subsequences. Segments consisting of fewer than ten successive re-measurements produced a wide scatter of
correlation coefficients, few of which were significant. Further, while most correlations from these short segments were negative, some were positive (the opposite direction from the long-term relationship). With progressively longer sequences, however, the growth–temperature correlation coefficients became consistently negative and were more frequently significant.

The explanation is climatic range. In both records, the mean among-year temperature range spanned by segments of a given length steadily increased with segment length. In the focal-species data, the mean across-year temperature range increased from 0.71°C for series of six re-measurements to 1.90°C at 24 re-measurements. Similarly, in the stand-level data, the average interyear temperature range increased from 0.56°C (five re-measurements) to 0.79°C (10 re-measurements). The growth–temperature correlations strengthened as the temperature range spanned by data series increased. For example, among the 19 possible sequences of only six re-measurements from the focal-species record (Fig. 1A), the three producing a significant ($P < 0.05$) negative correlation spanned larger among-year temperature ranges (0.85–1.48°C), than for all but one of the other sequences (0.29–0.77°C). All 26 highly significant ($P < 0.01$) negative correlations shown by any-length segments from the focal-species record (Fig. 1A) were based on the largest interyear temperature ranges (1.48–1.90°C). Conversely, all 66 segments of any length that spanned < 0.80°C produced non-significant correlations. Similarly, in the stand-level data (Fig. 1B), the three highly significant ($P < 0.01$) correlations were based on data sequences spanning the greatest among-year temperature range (0.79°C); all correlations based on smaller temperature ranges (0.39–0.61°C) were nonsignificant.

When multiple climatic sensitivities independently affect forest performance, as found at La Selva (dry-season rainfall and nighttime temperatures, Clark et al. 2010), the need for longer data series is reinforced. In bivariate correlation analyses to assess the effect of a single climatic factor on forest performance, variation in the other climatic influences (‘noise’ from the bivariate viewpoint) can obscure the relationship being assessed. While multivariate techniques enable teasing apart such independent climatic effects, they reduce the degrees of freedom provided by a data series.

In addition to the overall increase in climatic range with longer data series, both La Selva records showed a strong effect on spanned temperature range from the inclusion of an extreme year(s) in a given data series. At each sequence length in the focal-species record, those segments that included one or more of the three coolest years (1983–1985) had the greatest among-year temperature ranges (and the strongest correlations; Fig. 1A). Similarly, in the stand-level record, those segments (of any length) that included 1997, the record-hot mega-Niño year, all spanned the maximum temperature range (and all produced a significant growth–temperature correlation; Fig. 1B).

A related issue illustrated by the La Selva data is that multiyear census intervals strongly reduce the sampled climatic range compared with that seen with annual census intervals. When the annual temperatures over the 24 yr of the focal-species study are averaged over 5(4)-yr intervals to simulate the 5-yr census intervals used in many tropical-forest plots (Losos & Leigh 2004, Feeley et al. 2007), the spanned temperature range is halved, from 1.90°C (1-yr intervals) to 0.88°C (5-yr intervals).

The difficulty of obtaining a sufficient climatic range for climatic-response analyses will vary among climatic factors. As illustrated above, reaching an adequate temperature range with the La Selva data required long data series. Dry-season rainfall, in contrast, was characterized by consistently large variation within even relatively short series of years, greatly facilitating response detection. In the stand-level study, for all six sequences of only five forest re-measurements the $r$ values of the growth–rainfall correlations were $\geq 0.80$, and four of them were significant ($P < 0.05$); all 15 correlations based on six or more re-measurements were significant ($r = 0.81–0.96, P_{2-tail} = 0.03–0.001$).

These findings provide useful general guidance for studying forests’ climatic sensitivities based on parallel records of growth and local climate. First, the strength and even the direction of climatic responses suggested by short data series can be highly misleading. Many measurement intervals can be needed to span sufficient contrasts in a climatic factor for accurate assessment of the forest’s sensitivity to that factor. For a minority of studies, fortuitous timing (e.g., an extreme climatic year early in the study) will increase the spanned climatic range. When the forest is sensitive to multiple independent climatic factors, evaluating the separate effects of these factors will require even longer data series. Compared with multiyear censuses, annual-scale measurements over the same study period greatly increase the observed climatic range and thus the ability to detect climatic responses. They also increase the probability of alternation of climatic conditions through the record. When repeated sequences of climatic ups and downs are tracked by the forest-growth rates, the evidence for a causal relationship is strengthened.

**DISENTANGLING ONTOGENY, SUCCESSION, AND CLIMATIC EFFECTS**

The long-term tree-growth studies at La Selva have produced multiple kinds of data on forest growth through time. Experiences with five qualitatively distinct types of tree- to forest-level growth data (Table 1) have underlined the need for appropriately tailored analyses of climatic response. The central question in each case is whether detection of the signal (a forest’s climatic response) requires first removing the effects of directional ‘noise’ introduced by nonclimatic factors. The approaches needed to do this will differ by data type, as we discuss below.

**TREE-RING AND COHORT-BASED RECORDS.**—The first two data categories (Table 1) involve growth histories of individual trees. An issue with such data, well demonstrated for tropical trees (Schulz 1960, Clark & Clark 1999), is that many species show large changes in inherent growth rates as individuals pass through successive size classes. When a tree’s growth record spans a size range over which growth rates characteristically change in that species, the ontogenetic component needs to be removed from the growth record before climatic responses can be assessed. This adjustment (‘detrending’) should be based on independent data for that species,
ideally from other trees at the same site and spanning the same range of climatic variation as in the record being detrended.

For our 16-yr analysis of interannual growth variation at La Selva by cohorts of adults of the six focal tree species (Clark et al. 2003), independent data enabled us to identify size-related growth changes. For each species, the long-term study had produced large samples of annual diameter increments from many other individuals of all adult sizes and from 16 climate-years (Clark & Clark 2006). This much larger dataset enabled us to screen and, where necessary, detrend the growth record of each tree in the focal cohorts before assessing each record for relationships with climatic variation (Clark et al. 2003).

Unfortunately, datasets are available for few tropical tree species for independently characterizing the species’ ontogenetic growth changes. When ontogenetic patterns are instead inferred from the same growth records that are being evaluated for climatic responses, there is a risk of a problem well recognized by dendro-climatologists (Esper et al. 2002, Sarris et al. 2007). Progressive effects on tree growth from a directional climatic trend, such as growth reductions in response to the recent decadal increases in tropical temperatures (Malhi & Wright 2004), could be erroneously attributed to ontogeny and removed from the record in the detrending operation, thus invalidating any inferences made from the record about the trees’ climatic sensitivities.

Growth records based on tree-rings or cohort histories can also be affected by two types of ecological step changes. One is the large jump in growth that typically occurs when a tree moves from shaded conditions to the high crown illumination that comes with reaching the canopy (i.e., release; Brienen & Zuidema 2006). The subsequent increased growth in an individual’s record could lead to a mistaken inference of a positive effect of contemporary directional climatic change. One solution is to restrict the analysis to canopy-level trees (Clark et al. 2003). Alternatively, each tree’s record can be examined for such a step-change increase in growth, and analysis can be limited to the inferred post-release portion of the record (Jump et al. 2006). A second possible confounding effect (Lewis et al. 2004) is the growth slowdown that can precede tree death (Swaine 1994; D. B. Clark & D. A. Clark, unpubl. data). Such an effect can be ruled out, however, if all the studied trees survive several years beyond the period analyzed.

STAND-LEVEL DATA.—Repeatedly measuring all the live trees in a given plot of forest (data types 3, 4; Table 1) produces a very different type of growth record. Stand-level growth is integrated over all plant species and functional groups and over all stem sizes above the study’s minimum size limit. Through time, successive stand-level growth data from a plot are produced by a progressively changing sample of individuals. In each interval, some trees die and new trees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>Resulting metric</th>
<th>Analysis requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Tree-ring records</td>
<td>Individual growth histories</td>
<td>To discern climatic influences on the tree’s growth history requires removing that species’ characteristic ontogenetic changes in growth from the ring record (detrending)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increment history based on a series of growth rings in a core or cross section from an individual tree</td>
<td>Diameter increments through the part of the tree’s life represented in the increment series</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Cohort-based records</td>
<td>Species-level growth through time</td>
<td>To discern climatic influences on the cohort’s growth history requires removing from each tree’s increments that species’ ontogenetic changes in growth (detrending)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For a given species, growth through time by a sample of trees, all measured over each census interval of the record</td>
<td>Diameter increments through time of a sample of trees of a given species</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Stand-level data (old-growth forest)</td>
<td>Forest-level growth through time</td>
<td>If plot-level floristics and stem size distribution do not change through time, temporal growth variation can be interpreted as climatic (no detrending)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increments of all stems in the plot that are above the minimum diameter and alive through any census interval</td>
<td>Plot-level mean diameter increment and estimated aboveground biomass change per hectare, in each census interval</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Stand-level data (successional forest)</td>
<td>Forest-level growth through time</td>
<td>Effects on stand-level growth of changing floristics and distributions of stem sizes must first be removed from the record, to detect climatic responses of stand-level growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increments of all stems in the plot that are above the minimum diameter and alive through any census interval</td>
<td>Plot-level mean diameter increment and estimated aboveground biomass production per hectare, in each interval</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. A subgroup of stems in a stand</td>
<td>Subgroup growth through time</td>
<td>If the subgroup’s stem size distribution and floristics are unchanged through time, temporal growth variation can be interpreted as climatic (no detrending); otherwise, detrending is required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For a selected subgroup (species, size-class), increments of all stems in the plot that are above the minimum diameter and alive through any census interval</td>
<td>Mean diameter increment and estimated aboveground biomass production per hectare by the subgroup, in each census interval</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
grow into the sample. The stem turnover in tropical-forest stands can be large. In the La Selva stand-level study, for example, 24 percent of the 4400 live stems ≥ 10 cm diam in the initial sample (September 1997) had died by the end of year 10, while 25 percent of the 4407 live trees at the end of year 10 (September 2007) had recruited into the sample in years after the initial census.

For assessing climatic influences based on a time series of stand-level growth, a key issue is whether either the floristics or the size distribution of the stems in the plot significantly changes over the study period. If neither does, any temporal variation in the stand growth record can be straightforwardly related to climatic factors. If the sample’s composition significantly changes over time, however, such that faster- or slower-growing size-classes or species become a greater fraction of the stems, the temporal patterns in stand-level growth will be the joint result of tree responses to climatic variation and the changes in stand composition.

Distinguishing these two components of the growth record is clearly required for all ‘recovering forests’ (Chazdon 2003), an increasing fraction of tropical forests. These forests (Chazdon 2008) include secondary stands developing on abandoned cleared land, forests being actively restored through human intervention, and forests recuperating from large natural disturbances. In such stands, the size and species distributions of the stems are directionally changing. If the successional component of the temporal growth changes can be isolated and quantified, that pattern could be used to detrend the record for this ‘ontogeny’ of stand-level growth, much as is done for the records of individual trees, and then the detrended record could be analyzed for climatic effects.

The question of possible internal change through time also needs to be investigated for stands considered to be old-growth. Although compositional stability is often assumed for such forests, a careful look may prove otherwise. For example, in the 50-ha Forest Dynamics Plot on Barro Colorado Island, Panama (Losos & Leigh 2004), the abundance of 1–2 cm diam stems declined by 21 percent between 1982 and 2000 (Clark 2007). Significant directional floristic changes can also occur (Laurance et al. 2004, Chave et al. 2008).

**Tree subsets within a stand.**—The final category of forest-growth data (data type 5; Table 1) is based on a subgroup of trees in a stand-level dataset. When the focus is on a particular species or functional group, if there is little turnover (recruitment, mortality) in the selected group, the growth record will be largely from the same trees followed over a period of time, thus effectively a cohort. If the sample’s size distribution shifts substantially over the interval (as the trees grow to progressively larger sizes), the record would need to be detrended for any characteristic ontogenetic effects on growth before it can be assessed for climatic responses. In contrast, if the focal group undergoes substantial stem turnover during the study period and shows no significant net change over time in the stem-size distribution, no detrending is needed. A second type of stand subgroup would be all stems in a particular size range. In this case, the sample needs to be assessed for changes in both size distribution and floristics over the observation period; any detected changes would need to be factored into the interpretation of the temporal growth variation.

**Calculating the increments.**—For all five types of tree-growth records (Table 1), a consideration is whether to work with absolute diameter increments, or instead to either relativize them to the individual’s size (relative growth rate [RGR]; Newbery & Lingenfelder 2004, Feeley et al. 2007) or calculate basal-area increments. RGR maximizes growth variation for the smallest trees and reduces it at larger tree sizes; this metric, therefore, leads to a very different species-level growth ontogeny compared with that based on absolute diameter increments. Basin-area increments produce yet a third ontogenetic pattern (Clark & Clark 1999). We recommend basing analyses of tree climatic responses on absolute diameter increments. This metric is the most transparent and it facilitates comparisons of tree growth across studies.

**High-quality climatic data: a critical element**

Assessing a forest’s climatic responses through a study period requires a reliable meteorological record for that period. After recently spending the better part of 2 yr screening and documenting La Selva’s records, we now keenly appreciate the need for careful evaluation, and where necessary, improvement of long-term climatic data. Analyses based on off-the-shelf meteorological records can produce highly misleading findings. To be usable for assessing forest climatic responses, the climatic records need to have been screened for many types of errors, gap-filled and, if necessary, corrected for long-term internal consistency.

**Data quality.**—Many kinds of quality-control issues arise with climatic monitoring, even for the simplest manual data (Aguilar et al. 2005). This means that researchers need to investigate whether the quality of an existing climatic record is sufficient for a given type of analysis. Two examples come from the early years of La Selva’s weather station. The daily maximum/minimum temperatures were initially read by assorted, unsupervised station personnel, some of whom evidently read the wrong end of the sliding bar in the thermometers; the resulting erratic records had to be discarded and replaced by regression with off-site temperature records. Similarly, the early manual rainfall records include many missed days followed by multiple days’ accumulated rainfall, making that part of the record unusable at the daily scale. This problem, also noted in the manual rainfall data from Barro Colorado Island, Panama (Windsor 1990), is likely to affect most manual rainfall records.

The installation of an automated station might be expected to eliminate such problems. Unfortunately, there is no such thing as an automatic weather station. Many issues arise with the records they produce. Examples from La Selva include: corrupted or missing data caused by low batteries or temporary system problems during logger re-programming; inaccurate daily summary metrics due to logger malfunction or because calculations were based on incompletely logged days; major data loss when a data storage module failed; and mis-managed data (e.g., lost files or mis-pasting new
records into the master file). Further, as has happened twice at La Selva in recent years, a lightning strike can destroy the automated station; unless complete backup equipment is on site, large data gaps (weeks/months) can result.

The sensors themselves also present challenges. (1) Replicate sensors, even of the same model, can give significantly different readings. Installing a new temperature sensor on the La Selva station in 2007 produced a marked temperature offset (up to 0.7°C higher), requiring back correction of the subsequent record (see ‘Internal consistency of the record’). A replacement sensor should first be run in parallel with the existing one, both to check that it is functioning correctly and to produce the necessary cross-sensor regression should there be a significant offset. (2) In the tropics, sensors need frequent maintenance against biotic interference. Wasps build nests in the chamber holding the temperature/humidity sensor. Spiders’ webs can internally immobilize tipping-bucket rain gauges. The light sensors need regular cleaning to remove algal build-up and blockage from bird droppings or other detritus. (3) Both types of light sensors (pyranometers, quantum sensors) are far from ‘plug and play’. They come with an individualized calibration value. Mis-entering this number into the datalogger program corrupts all data generated by that sensor. Further, quantum sensors progressively degrade under conditions of high temperatures and humidity. At La Selva, a large series of on-site recalibrations (N = 14) showed these sensors can lose 10–20 percent of their sensitivity in the first year. When sensitivity loss is found, the re-calibration data can be used to back correct the sensor’s data with a linear interpolation; however, linearity is an assumption, and these corrections are themselves subject to human error.

The quality of meteorological records can be greatly enhanced by real-time quality assurance and on-site measurement redundancy. The shorter the delay before data screening, the smaller the data gap when a sensor fails (e.g., a frozen-up tipping-bucket rain gauge producing periods of null readings, a recurring problem at La Selva). Paralleling the automated data for key climatic factors with daily manual measurements (e.g., rain gauge, high-quality maximum/minimum thermometers) enables error trapping and corrections, detection of significant sensor drift, and gap filling (see below). Similarly, running pairs of quantum sensors or pyranometers that are re-calibrated and replaced on different schedules reduces gaps and uncertainties in the long-term radiation record.

Filling the data gaps.—Unfilled data gaps can produce inaccurate summary climatic data. Given the episodic nature of both heavy rainfalls and droughts, a record with data gaps could mis-represent all rainfall metrics, which are based on totals over given periods. For other climatic factors, the potential impact of data gaps on summary metrics will be greatest for factors with substantial within-year variation (seasonality or extreme events).

Virtually all meteorological records contain data gaps. Even for well-maintained automated stations, corrupted data and data loss can result from sensor replacements, program changes, low batteries, and human error when downloading or managing data. Manual-gauge records, which depend on a person making the measurement every day of the year, are clearly subject to gaps from the human side. When both types of climatic records are screened for data quality, removing questionable data creates more gaps.

Gap filling is therefore a general need for climatic records. On-site redundancy of sensors is the best solution. When only one of a pair of parallel sensors fails, data gaps can be filled based on cross-sensor regressions. A second weather station running elsewhere at the study site provides added benefits (protection against major data loss from total failure of a station; information on how climatic conditions vary spatially within the study site). When no such cross-regression solution exists, however, gaps can be filled by ‘bracket-averaging’ (filling the data gap with the average of prior and succeeding good data) or using a seasonal model for that climatic factor based on long-term local weather data. When all cases of gap filling and the method used in each case are specified in the climatic record’s documentation, subsequent data users have the option to reconstruct the record differently based on the original data.

Internal consistency of the record.—A fundamental concern is that changes over time in measurement methods can seriously corrupt long-term climatic records. Artifactual temporal variation in climatic data can be caused by sensor/gauge replacements, by relocating the weather station, by moving sensors, by major vegetation/structural changes around an existing station (Pielke et al. 2007), or by changing how climatic metrics are derived (see below). At La Selva, for example, daily maximum air temperatures reported from the automated sensor are ca 0.6°C higher than the manual thermometer readings; likely causes are the thermometer’s greater temporal inertia and higher temperatures in the automated sensor’s small metal enclosure. Another example is the consistent difference between rainfall measured with a tipping-bucket rain gauge at the top of an above-canopy tower during many periods of the last several years (data provided by S. F. Oberbauer) and that measured by manual gauge at the (ground-based) La Selva met station ca 2 km away. The data for daily rainfall from the southwest-trail tower during the year 2000, for example, while highly correlated with those of the La Selva met station (r² = 0.94, N = 203 d), were 15 percent lower.

Any long-term climatic record is highly likely to include one or more significant methods changes, such as the switch from manual to automated temperature measurements, or a sensor replacement producing a data offset. The record’s long-term internal consistency therefore depends on explicit adjustment of the data from either before or after such changes, to remove the effect of the methods change on the long-term record. To make such adjustments requires parallel data series from the two instruments/locations/heights over a sufficient period to obtain a good regression between them, and replacement of the actual prior (or succeeding) data with values based on this cross regression.

A researcher unaware of these issues and in need of climatic data for their study site might be tempted to splice together disparate climatic datasets that cover different parts of their study period. Such a patched-together record is unfortunately likely to produce an erroneous climate history. Even when an apparently continuous record is available, its internal consistency should be investigated.
**Insights from the La Selva records.**—At La Selva, duplicated sensors and parallel weather stations on site, along with correlated off-site temperature records, have made it possible to construct internally consistent, complete records for daily maximum and minimum temperatures and daily rainfall over the last 27 yr and for monthly rainfall since 1957 (http://www.ots.ac.cr/meteoro/). Although the principal weather station was re-located in 1982, rainfall gauges were run in parallel at the old and new sites for 10 yr, enabling adjustment of the earlier rainfall record by regression. Since early 1992, parallel manual and automated measurements have provided on-site benchmarking for daily maximum/minimum temperatures and daily rainfall. Additional help for gap filling and quality checks for the climatic data have also come from the meteorological arrays run on one or two above-canopy towers during many periods since 1997 (data provided by J. O’Brien, H. W. Loescher, and S. F. Oberbauer). Two insights provided by the resulting long-term records merit discussion.

**Mean temperature.**—One discovery based on the La Selva records is a dramatic illustration of how internal inconsistency can corrupt a climatic record, in this case for the metric mean temperature, a key climatic parameter for study sites. Daily mean temperature is straightforwardly produced by programming an automated station to average all readings from a temperature sensor over each 24-hr period. But how is/was this metric derived at sites lacking an automated station? Aguilar et al. (2003) list four distinct ways mean temperature has been estimated from manual data. A study of Brazilian temperature records, for example, found the mean temperature data to be based on three different estimation methods involving combining and differentially weighting manual-thermometer readings taken at two, three, or four different times in a 24-hr period (Victoria et al. 1998). One often-used formula has been to average the readings of each day’s maximum and minimum temperatures as read from maximum/minimum thermometers.

This last method underlies the still standard citation (Sanford et al. 1994) for La Selva’s ‘average monthly air temperature’ being 25.8°C. With the automated station paralleled by daily maximum/minimum thermometer readings at La Selva since 1992, it is now possible to compare the values for mean temperature derived these two ways. Figure 2A gives the annual values based on complete (gap filled) records of both versions of this metric over the 14-yr period 1993–2006 at La Selva. While both versions indicate increasing mean temperatures over this period, the actual (automated) values are ca. 1°C lower than the manual-based estimates, and the latter indicate much stronger increases in mean temperature over this period (+0.61°C per decade) than are shown by the actual logged values (+0.25°C per decade).

Further, had the two records been simply spliced together at a hypothetical time of switching from the manual measurements to an automated station (Fig. 2B), the spliced record would have spuriously indicated strong cooling over this period (−0.77°C per decade). Had the La Selva record for mean temperature been produced by simply extending the prior series of manual data-based estimates with the automated data that began in 1992, the resulting internally inconsistent record would have indicated a spurious cooling on the scale of the long-term interyear range in minimum temperatures over which we found large effects on La Selva tree growth.

It is generally recognized (Victoria et al. 1998, New et al. 2002) that methods changes through time and among-station methods differences could be affecting the trends inferred from available records of mean temperature from most countries. In the world climatic data bases, some tropical sites’ records for mean temperature (Malhi & Wright 2004) have been variously estimated from manual data. The longer records may include shifts between methods of estimating mean temperatures from such data; such a shift in Brazilian temperature records was found by Victoria et al. (1998) to strongly affect temperature trends from records initiated before 1938. Tropical records initiated in recent decades may come
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exclusively from an automated weather station. Still others, perhaps many, have spanned the switch from manual to automated temperature measurements.

Clearly, for any given site, internal inconsistency produced by a switch in estimation methods, or by the change from manual to automated data, can seriously corrupt a long-term climatic record. As illustrated by the example based on different methods for deriving mean temperature at La Selva (Fig. 2), it will be key to first investigate the methods underlying existing climatic records (studying the available documentation, consulting with the site manager) before considering using them in climatic-response and climatic-trend studies. Especially when datasets are not well documented, useful precautions are to inspect the total graphed record for large step changes and to compare the record with others from nearby areas and to a global tropical index like the tropical Goddard Institute for Space Studies Annual mean Land-Ocean Temperature Index (http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/tabledata/ZonAnn.Ts+dSST.txt). The La Selva long-term records of annual mean temperature (16 yr) and of annual means of daily minimum temperature (26 yr) are both highly significantly correlated ($P < 0.0001$) with this independent global index ($r^2 = 0.80$ and 0.76, respectively).

**THE IMPORTANCE OF A LONG VIEW.**—A second insight gained from working with the La Selva climatic data is the value of long-term records as context for interpreting shorter-term climatic patterns. During the 24-yr period of the focal-species study, there was a highly significant increase in annual rainfall at La Selva (Fig. 3A; $r^2 = 0.42$, $P < 0.001$). Had the available information been limited to this record, a reasonable expectation might have been that La Selva was headed for further increases in rainfall, an apparent effect of global climatic change. The total 49-yr La Selva rain record, however (Fig. 3B), shows there has been no significant directional change in annual rainfall ($r^2 = 0.002$). Before drawing conclusions from a local climatic record, particularly if it is limited to a few decades, it will be valuable to compare it with longer data series from neighboring locales (Aguilar et al. 2003).

**CONCLUSIONS**

Relating long time series of repeat measurements of the performance of representative tropical forests around the world to parallel records of local climatic variation is one promising approach for assessing this biome’s current climatic sensitivities. Although such studies cannot provide certainty regarding how forests will respond in future decades (when temperatures will exceed currently observed tropical ranges; Wright et al. 2009), they can reveal which climatic factors are already provoking forest responses in different areas of the world tropics. Such information would improve current vegetation process models, producing more realistic projections of likely futures for these ecosystems.

Based on the analyses and observations presented in this paper, three aspects merit particular attention for this research approach. (1) While long-term forest measurements are underway in many tropical forests worldwide, because multiyear census intervals are nearly universally used, the accumulated data series for most forests is still very small (Clark 2007). More broadly implementing annual-scale re-measurements (as is underway in the CTFS plots) will greatly speed progress toward sufficient data series in many tropical forests. (2) Before carrying out analyses for climatic effects on forest performance, investigators need to evaluate the forest-growth data for possible confounding effects of tree ontogeny or stand-level compositional change and then make the appropriate data adjustments. (3) More attention needs to be focused on sites’ climatic records. Greater resources need to be dedicated to climatic monitoring for tropical-forest sites. On-site redundancy for monitoring the most critical climate variables (e.g., manual and automated measurements of daily rainfall and temperatures) and real-time quality assurance can greatly improve long-term climatic records. Issues of data quality are particularly important for long-term records of temperature, given the large growth responses found at La Selva over quite small interannual temperature ranges. Investigators should carefully evaluate long-term climate records before using them to assess climatic impacts on forest performance. Given the global implications of findings from such studies, it is critically important to get them right.
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